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SCOPE AND CONTENTS:

A\ theory" de~loped by Toupin, Tiersten, Brown and

Melcher employing finite strains and angular momentum

invariants is applied to ferromagnets which have hexagonal-

close-packed o~'cubic symmetry.' A Hamiltonian,is written
, /"\

down which includes HeisenberCJ:-8XchA\lge, magnetic anisotropy,

•magnet~stic te~'and the Zeeman term and whiCh is
.'

• invariant under COIlIbined rotations of the., magnetic and

,ela~tic systeina. When the approximations of small-strain

theory are, subsequently c,arried out, there' appear new terms

originating in the magnetic anisotropy that are linear in,

~e 'antisymlletric strains CII\lV and correspond to rotations

of the elastic _dium. The coupling of transverse acoustic

waves to the magnetic systeJII is studied and expressiona are

derived for the dependence of the _uured elastic constants

(11)



on an applied magnetic field in the ferromagnetic·phase.
"-

Using available data on magnetic anisotropy and magneto-
~

st~iction, estimates are given for the size of the effects

that may be expected to be found in the rare-earth metals.

(Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho and Er) and in some of the rare-earth-iron

compounds RFe 2 (R a T~, Dy, Ho, Er and TlIl). Fractional

-2changes in the elastic constants as large as 10 are

predicted in fields of about 50 kOe. Calculations are also

performed for.the field-dependent changes in c ll and c 33

for longitudinal waves in the paramagnetic region for Dy

and Ho.
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CHAPTER i·

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Magnetic Interactions

The magnetic moments on atoms in solids may interact

with each other in a number of ways. However, the simplest

model of magnetism is one in which electrons in well

localized magnetic d- or f-shells interact with one another

via ~'eichange mechanism having the Heisenberg form

i~j J ij ~i'~j' Here.~i represents the total spin angular.

momentum of .the i th a~an ~d J ij denotes the exchange

integral which depends upon· the separation distance of the

a~.. .
'.

The low energy exqi~ations of spin systems cOllPled
•

by exchange interactions are wave-like and are called spin

waves. In a spin wave, a small sinusoidally varying devia

tion of the momen~s "from the completely ordered state"

travels through the lattice. The ene~ of ~ spin wave is

quantized and these quantized excitations are re~erred to as •

_quons. The excitation of a single magnon reduces the
, .

~) ordered IIlOIIIent of the 'system by oneil~·'magnJton. If the

interactions between magnons are neglected" then they have a
".'r

/, .
_11 ,defined ene~gy Eg and .-ntum ~~. Cluaically', thue

excitations' correspond to • precession of the individual

1
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t.•
magnetic D~ents about the ordered moment direction and the

phase of one Docent rela~ive to another is deteroined by the

vavevector g. Exchange forces are mainly responsible for

determining the dispersion ,relation Eg VB g and hence a

determination of the dispersion curve by neutron inelastic

scattering techniques vill give

interactions.

information about the exchange'
\ ' ,

The exchange fOI1Ces.
r

however, Jo not give :L'ise to' an~
preferred orientation of the ordered moment vith respect, to

the crystal axes. In a ferromagnetic crystal it is generally

found that the direction of the ordered -amant coincides with

certain 'definite crystallographic axes. These axes are

referred to as directions of easy magnetiza~ion or magnetically

easy directions. All other symmetry directions are called

magnetically ha~d directions. We can say. that there are
I '

effective internal magnetic fields in tbf crystal'vhich tend

to'orient the magnetic moments along certain preferred axes.

The energy of the magnetic spin system depends on the

orientation of the magnetization with r..~t to the crystal,
axes and ve refer to this en!!rgy as the _gnetocrystalline,

anisotropy energy.

Since the interactions betv_n the aagnetic nioments

on atOlU in crystals depend 'upon the inte~atomic, spacings,

the III&gnetic spin systeJII is directly coupled to the atomic

"displacelll8ntB. This coupling of the magnetic and elastic ;':

~cj systems is called III&gnetoelaatic coupliDg and it is COIlIPrised
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of both a static and a dyn~~ic part. In a ferromagnetic
, "",

crystal the static part of th~coupling results in a shift

of the equilibri~~ positions of atoms from those they would /,

occupy if there were no coupling. The crystal symmetry is

slightly distorted compared to the paramagnetic state and the

distortion depends upon the direction of the spontaneous

magnetization. This static effect is usually referred to as

magnetostriction and it contributes to the effective

anisotropy field in determining the equilibrium direction of

the ordered moment. The dynamic part of the magnetoelastic

interaction couples together the oscillations of both the

magnetic moments and the elastic displacements about the

equilibrium configuration of the combined system. These

oscillations in the magnetic and elastic degrees of freedom

are usually described in terms of magnons and phonons

respectively. Phonons describe the quantized lattice

,,

vibrations in the same way that magnons describe the quantized

spin deviations. The law energy excitations of the combined

magnetic and elastic system are only adequately described in

terms of these purely magnetic and purelYJelastic normal
, '

modes if the coupling between them is sufficiently weak. If

the dynamic interaction is not weak, then the correct normal

~es of. the system possess both maqnon and phonon

characteristics and should be referred to llB magnetoelastic

lIIOdes.

,
\
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In certain materials, magnetoelastic interactions

strongly influence both the equilibrilli~ and nonequilibriun

magnetic properties. As mentioned previously, the static

magnetoelastic coupling contributes to the effective

anisotropy field in the crystal. In addition to affecting

the equilibriUIll;moment direction, the contributions to this·

effective anisotropy field also influence the magnetic

excitations or spin waves. These effects may be investigated

experimentally using ferromagnetic resonance techniques.

In a ferromagnetic resonance absorption experiment,

a static magnetic field is applied in the magnetization

direction and a small oscillating magnetic field is applied

perpendicularly to this static field. The static field

strength, together with the effective anisotropy field,

determine the precession frequency of the magnetic moments.

When this precession frequency matches the frequency of the

oscillating field, an absorption ot energy from the field can

be observed. By measuring the value of the static field

required for resonance as a function of temperature, informa-

tion about the effective anisotropy field may be obtained.

In addition to having a strong influence on the

static magnetic properties, the magnetoelastic coupling also

has interesting effect~ On the measurement of the dynamic

elastic properties. In particular, the __ured elastic

constant, or equivalently the sound velocity, dependB on the

presence of magnetic order and also upon the application of

-.
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a magnetic field. Measurements of this type have been used
-

to obtain information about th~ magnetoelastic coupling

constants (LeCraw and Kasuya 1963). These values may then

be compared with those obtained in magnetostriction

me.asurements using standard strain-gauge techniques.
<:

1.2 Earlier Treatments of Dynamic Magnetoelastic Coupling

The earliest trea~nts of dynamic magnetoelastic

coupling (Kittel 19581 Akhie%er et al. 1961) are formulated

in the continuU1ll limit where the wavelengths of both the

spin wave~ ·and the elastic waves are long coIlipared to the

interatomic spacings. Macroscopic variables describing the (

magnetic and elastic degrees of freedom are defined and the

lawa of continuU1ll physics are applied to obtain the classical

equations which goyern the behaviour of the system. In

addition, an energy density ia formed to describe the mag~etic

and elastic energies u well iLs the magnetos~ictive energy.

However, this function is. formed under the assumption that the

results of elassieal elasticity theory r.main valid in the

coupled- magnetqelastic medium. Both 'tieraten (1964) and

Brown (l9~4) have demonstrated that this assumption leads to

a violation of the I." of conservation of total angular

IIlCIIIantiml in the medium.
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In the usual theory of elasticity (see, for example,

Love 1944), the laws of conservation of mass, linear
•

momentum, angular momentum and energy are applied to an

elastic medium. The conservation of ~ss and linear' momentum

leads directly to the usual equations of motion for the

elastic displacements

t\..

[1.1] pUG f

where p is the density of the medium and f is the volume

force density. This force is usually expressed as the

gradient of the mechanical stress tensor t ij as follows

(1.2]

'.
(i - l, 2, 3)

where repeated indices are to be summed over. Moreover, a

Hooke's law relation ia uaually assumed to exist between

stress and strain in the medium. The application of the law

of conservation of energy allows the stress tensor to be

expressed as the gradient of an elastic energy' density with

respect to the infinitesimal atrain tensor £ij as follows

/

/
!

(1.3]

" \,

The elastic energy density !' te) ia usually written as
. .
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[1. 4J

where, as usual, summation over repeated indices is implied

and the number of ~ndependent elastic constants c ijkt is

determined by the point group symmetry of the medium.

Combining [1.2J and [1.3], the equations cf !':lotion for the "

elastic displacements may be rewritten in the form--
[1. 5J (i -, l,

,
2, 3)

~e usual theory of elasticity also applies ~e law

or conservation of angular momentum to the elastic m.aium

and obtains the result that the mechanical stress tensor is

symmetric. This fact has already been ASsumed in eq.' [1.3]

since the elastic energy density F(e) only involves the

'~------the magne to-ordered ~aterial,,

symmetric Bt~ains c ij •

In a magnetically

symmetric strain ~nenta cij • Thus, the form of the

equations of motion for the elastic diaplacements [1.5] is

"valid provided the energy density depends 6nly on the
""

atrictive energy density ia usually written in the following

.form (Becker and DOringl939, ~ittel 1958)

(1.6]

wIlere (Ii (i - 1, 2, 3) are the direction ea-in.s of the

• (
,




























































































































































































































































































